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Dedicated to publishing clear, passionate Canadian voices
Wolsak and Wynn is an eccentric literary press based in the heart of Hamilton, Ontario. With steel mills
on one side of us, the Niagara Escarpment on the other, and Toronto somewhere off in the distance,
we spend our time producing brilliant, highly individual, and sometimes provocative books. With over
thirty years of publishing behind us, we’ve won a number of awards for our books, from the Governor
General’s Award for Poetry to the Pigskin Peter’s Award for Nominally Narrative Canadian Cartooning.
Wolsak and Wynn publishes poetry, fiction, and non-fiction for nearly every taste.
About our imprints:
Buckrider Books features cutting-edge poetry and genre-bending fiction that challenge everyday
literary conventions. On the outskirts of the mainstream, we feel these books represent the best that
contemporary literature has to offer.
James Street North Books focuses on telling the stories of Hamilton, and the area around it, by the
authors who live here. From histories of our institutions to collections of poems that capture the
essence of our neighbourhoods, these books know our city intimately.
Poplar Press is devoted to books you want to read, rather than the books you perhaps should be
reading. Whether the stories involve young heroes fending off giant centipedes or are childhood
memories of snails escaping the cooking pot, along with a recipe for the snails, these books will keep
you turning pages.
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SPRING 2016
Death Valley
Susan Perly

Canadian Literature

ISBN-13: 978-1-928088103
ISBN-10: 1-928088104
$25.00 | trade paperback
6" x 9" | 400 pp
May 2016

Sex, lies, spies, and the bomb: an atomic misadventure for the twenty-first century!
Legendary war photographer Vivienne Pink has five days to photograph servicemen about to deploy for active combat. Racing to meet
her deadline, she heads to Las Vegas, where she’ll capture images of men who may die the next day—and where she’ll confront an abuser
from her past to force a reckoning. Accompanied by her husband, a celebrated novelist, and her best friend, a former CIA spook, Vivienne
heads out into the Nevada desert in search of adrenaline, vengeance, and the perfect shot. Told in a vivid, hallucinogenic realism, Death
Valley is a sexy, fast-paced tale that’s part Pynchon, part Tarantino, and so radioactive you’ll need a Geiger counter.		
Susan Perly has worked as a journalist, war correspondent, and radio producer for the CBC. In the early ’80s, her “Letters from Latin
America” for Peter Gzowski’s Morningside reported from locales such as El Salvador, Guatemala, and Chiapas. During the Iran-Iraq war
she broadcast Letters from Baghdad, and she produced many documentaries for the weekly program Sunday Morning. Perly is the author
of the jazz novel Love Street, and her short stories have appeared in numerous magazines and anthologies. She lives in Toronto with her
husband, the poet Dennis Lee.

SALES & MARKETING:
• A Buckrider Book.
• Toronto launch and national tour, with stops in Kingston,
Ottawa, Hamilton, Kitchener Waterloo, Winnipeg, and
Calgary.
• Festival submissions, including IFOA, Eden Mills, Ottawa
International Writers Festival, and Winnipeg International
Writers Festival.
• Social media push with online interviews, blog posts, twitter
and Facebook campaigns, and Goodreads giveaways.
• ARCs to national, international, and regional media.
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SPRING 2016
Eight-Wheeled Freedom

The Derby Nerd’s Short History of Flat Track Roller Derby
D. D. Miller
Non-Fiction | Sports | Cultural Studies
ISBN-13: 978-1-928088134
ISBN-10: 1-928088139
$22.00 | trade paperback
6" x 9" | 250 pp | 12 b&w
June 2016

From Riot Grrrls to the world cup, the Derby Nerd spins us through this fascinating sport.
D. D. Miller is fascinated by roller derby. As the Derby Nerd, he has been covering roller derby since 2009, travelling to games across
Canada and the United States, including two world championships, reporting back to an ever-growing audience the details of the sport. In
this entertaining and thorough book he explains roller derby to newcomers and charts the sport’s rise from small groups of women looking
for people to skate with over the Internet to the world presence it is today.
Along the way, he considers roller derby’s roots in Riot Grrrl and DIY culture, and the importance of the LGBTQ community both
inside and outside of the sport. This is a warm, thoughtful look at a sport that Miller understands intimately, which takes us beyond the
costumes and showmanship, into the heart of what he feels may be the first truly feminist sport.
It’s game day at the Bunker, an old munitions bunker in Downsview Park just north of downtown Toronto, and since Fall 2011, the home
of Toronto Roller Derby. It is swarming with activity at every corner, dozens of volunteers, virtually all of them players whose teams are not
scheduled to play tonight. Some set up temporary changing rooms in one end of the building over what is known as Track 2; other skaters work to
shore up the thin track outline around Track 1.
~from “By the Skater, for the Skater”
D. D. Miller is originally from Nova Scotia but has lived, worked, and studied all across the country. His work has appeared in a number
of journals and anthologies including The Malahat Review, The Fiddlehead, and Eleven Eleven: Journal of Literature and Art. His first
collection of short stories David Foster Wallace Ruined My Suicide and Other Stories was released in 2014. As the Derby Nerd, Miller
is known around North America for his writing and commentary on roller derby, one of the world’s fastest growing sports. He lives in
Toronto.

SALES & MARKETING:
• Toronto launch and national tour, with stops in Kingston,
Ottawa, Hamilton, Kitchener Waterloo, Winnipeg, and
Calgary.
• Festival submissions, including Ottawa International Writers
Festival, Edmonton LitFest, gritLIT: Hamilton’s Readers and
Writers Festival, and IFOA. Efforts will be made to involve
local derby leagues.
• Launch of a micro site to promote through roller derby
forums and various sports organizations.
• Social media push with online interviews, blog posts, twitter
and Facebook campaigns, and Goodreads giveaways.
• ARCs to national, international and regional media.
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ALSO AVAILABLE:
David Foster Wallace Ruined My Suicide
and Other Stories
by D.D. Miller
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987844
$20.00 | trade paperback

SPRING 2016
A Sparrow Came Down resplendent
Stuart Ross
Poetry

ISBN-13: 978-1-928088110
ISBN-10: 1-928088112
$18.00 | trade paperback
5.75" x 8.5" | 80 pp		
May 2016

Elegiac, bittersweet, and generous of spirit—a major poet’s most beautiful work to date.
Always willing to take aesthetic and artistic risks, Stuart Ross is the author of some of Canada’s most daring, and also most rewarding,
poetry. Long celebrated for his surreal narratives and humorous wordplay, here Ross focuses more intensely on intimate subject matter—
investigating the often complex, often absurd, but always powerful connections between loved ones. The care and delicacy with which
he renders these portraits of family members, friends, mentors—and even himself—is nothing short of arresting. And readers – both
those familiar with his work and those new to it—will admire the dexterity with which he juxtaposes such pieces with more audacious
inventions.

Praise for Stuart Ross:
“Ross doesn’t waste a word, and the impact is often breathtaking.” —Susan G. Cole, NOW
“Stuart Ross uses humour as a subversive weapon.” —Barbara Carey, Toronto Star

Stuart Ross is the author of fifteen books of fiction, poetry, and essays. His many dozens of chapbooks include Nice Haircut,
Fiddlehead (Puddles of Sky Press); A Pretty Good Year (Nose in Book Publishing) and In In My Dream (BookThug). Stuart is
a member of the improvisational noise trio Donkey Lopez, whose CDs include Juan Lonely Night and Working Class Burro. He is a
founding member of the Meet the Presses collective and has his own imprint, a stuart ross book, at Mansfield Press. Stuart lives in
Cobourg, Ontario, and blogs at bloggamooga.blogspot.ca.

SALES & MARKETING:
• A Buckrider Book.
• Toronto launch and national tour, with stops in Hamilton,
Kingston, Ottawa, and Vancouver.
• Festival submissions, including Ottawa International Writers
Festival, and Vancouver International Writers Festival.
• Social media push with online interviews, blog posts, twitter
and Facebook campaigns, and Goodreads giveaways.
• ARCs to all national, regional, and literary media.
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SPRING 2016
Kids in Triage

Kilby Smith-McGregor
Poetry

ISBN-13: 978-1-928088127
ISBN-10: 1-928088120
$18.00 | trade paperback
5.75" x 8.5" | 80 pp
May 2016

Whip smart, unapologetic, and sensual, Kilby Smith-McGregor debuts with a collection that will send shock waves.
From the winner of the 2010 RBC Bronwen Wallace Award comes a remarkable debut poetry collection. In a culture that is at once
desensitized by the media while it fetishizes fear and outrage, how can we talk about emergencies, both public and private, in a way that
still communicates their horrors, in a way that still matters? Kilby Smith-McGregor answers this question with a dizzying range of voices
animated by desire, humour, pleasure, and grief.
This is poetry that strikes a balance between baroque elegance and haunting understatement. In it we witness the horror of spontaneous
human combustion, as well as the awkwardness of swimming lessons; the precision of code breaking, as well as the disorder of hard
drinking. Effortlessly combining the languages of myth, medicine, and metaphysics, Kids in Triage is rich in vivid language and arresting
images, a multi-faceted feast for the imagination.
Nurse folds you forward like a lawn chair sprung to sitting,
civil-disobedience slack stunned out by blunt fingers, sticks
of dynamite jammed into cracks, sparklers until.
~from “I Eat Your Ice Chips”
Kilby Smith-McGregor is an ex-philosophy student who spent her early professional life making theatre. Writing across genres, she
has contributed to Conjunctions, The Kenyon Review, Brick, Descant, The Malahat Review, The Puritan, and the anthology Best Canadian
Essays, 2014. Kilby won the Writers Trust of Canada 2010 RBC Bronwen Wallace Award and holds an MFA from the University of
Guelph. She works as a freelance graphic designer in Toronto.

SALES & MARKETING:
• A Buckrider Book.
• Toronto launch and national tour, with stops in Hamilton,
Kingston, Ottawa, Calgary, and Vancouver.
• Festival submissions, including Blue Metropolis and the
Banff Calgary WordFest.
• Social media push with online interviews, blog posts, twitter
and Facebook campaigns, and Goodreads giveaways.
• ARCs to all national, regional, and literary media.
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SPRING 2016
Mixing Memory and Desire

The Great War in Contemporary Commonwealth Fiction
Brian Kennedy
Poetry

ISBN-13: 978-1-928088141
ISBN-10: 1-928088147
$25.00 | trade paperback
6" x 9" | 300 pp
June 2016

How do cultures grieve? Is it in the stories they write, keeping alive the ideas and feelings of past trauma?
The last solider who saw World War I died in 2009, and, with him, all direct memory of the horror of that war left the earth. Memory
has become history, but Brian Kennedy argues that our collective need to grieve the horrors of the Great War still remains. In this
wide-ranging book he looks at a variety of fiction that has been written about World War I, from Michael Morpurgo’s War Horse and
Sebastian Faulks’ Birdsong to Joseph Boyden’s Three Day Road and Timothy Findley’s The Wars, with many other books besides.
Kennedy considers the traditional stories and tropes of the war, along with modern revisionings, the role of women in the war, and even
Irish issues and the divisions within the British Empire. In the end, he argues persuasively that the cultural process of grieving concerns
both the fear of forgetting and the need to build a narrative arc to contain events that shaped the past century.

While I do not remember the war, I remember what Harry Patch remembered about the war. In 2012, I visited his grave … an attempt to
close an uncloseable distance, not between him and me, but between Harry Patch’s experiences of the war and my own lack of the same. In some
measure, then, I inherit Patch’s memories because our lives overlapped, I have read his words, and I have visited his grave.
~from the Introduction

Brian Kennedy’s prior books include Growing Up Hockey (Folklore, 2007) and Living the Hockey Dream (Folklore, 2009), and he
contributed to the hockey anthology Now is the Winter: Thinking About Hockey (Wolsak and Wynn, 2009). He has also appeared in
the documentary film Hockey: More Than a Game, which was screened on PBS stations in the United States during 2012. Brian Kennedy
is also Associate Professor of English at Pasadena City College in California.

SALES & MARKETING:
• Launch in Calgary, during the Congress of the Humanities
and Social Sciences.
• Social media push with online interviews, blog posts, twitter
and Facebook campaigns, and Goodreads giveaways.
• ARCs to national and regional media.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Coming Down the Mountain:
Rethinking the 1972 Summit Series
by Brian Kennedy
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987868
$25.00 | trade paperback
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SPRING 2016
The Fishers of Paradise
R achael Preston

Canadian Literature | Historical Fiction
ISBN-13: 978-1-928088165
ISBN-10: 1-928088163
$22.00 | trade paperback
6" x 9" | 250 pp
April 2016

A new edition of an award-winning novel.
In 1930s Hamilton, the boathouse community of Cootes Paradise is under siege: the squatters’ shacks that line the shores of Dundas
Marsh stand in the way of ambitious plans to make the city beautiful. Egypt Fisher and her mother are struggling to keep their lives
together in the absence of her father, a con man neither of them has seen for six years. Into this mix walks a handsome drifter and the
family falls under his spell, until Egypt’s father unexpectedly returns. Unhinged by jealousy and a harrowing brush with the local mafia,
he reveals a family secret that sets Egypt’s world off-kilter and poisons her relationship with her mother. When Egypt tries to turn the
situation to her own advantage, her lies set in motion a series of events with devastating consequences.
Praise from the judges of the Kerry Schooley Award:
“This engaging story captures a unique part of Hamilton’s history. Well researched and beautifully told, it shows the reader both the hard
scrabble shantytowns that dotted the bay, the grand homes so far removed from them, and the families that tie it all together. A fine,
memorable novel.”
Rachael Preston is the author of three novels: Tent of Blue, The Wind Seller, and The Fishers of Paradise, which won the 2013 Kerry
Schooley Award, given to the book that best captures the spirit of the city of Hamilton. She has taught creative writing in Ontario colleges
and universities. For two years she chaired gritLIT: Hamilton’s Readers & Writers Festival. In 2001, she was nominated for the Journey
Prize and in 2006, she won the City of Hamilton Arts Award for her contribution to the arts. Rachael now lives in Nanaimo, BC.

SALES & MARKETING:
• A James Street North Book.
• Hamilton launch in concert with gritLIT: Hamilton’s
Readers & Writers Festival and with Project Bookmark.
• National tour, with stops in Kingston, Ottawa, Hamilton,
Kitchener Waterloo, Winnipeg, and Calgary.
• Social media push with online interviews, blog posts, twitter
and Facebook campaigns, and Goodreads giveaways.
• ARCs to national, international, and regional media.
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SPRING 2016
Nobody Here Will Harm You

Mass Medical Evacuation from the Eastern Arctic 1950–1965
Shawn Selway
History | Medical | Local Interest—Hamilton
ISBN-13: 978-1-928088097
ISBN-10: 1-928088090
$25.00 | trade paperback
6" x 9" | 300 pp | 12 b&w photos
March 2016

There is a monument in Hamilton for the Inuit evacuees who died there while being treated for tuberculosis.
“Perhaps you are wondering why you are brought down from your home leaving your friends and perhaps family behind. The reason
is that you are sick, and if you were left at home, you may endanger those at home. So you are here to get well again. … But do not be
afraid. Nobody here will harm you.” —Mountain Views, Hamilton Sanatorium, 1955
With this quote Shawn Selway begins his thorough investigation of the evacuation of 1,274 Inuit and Cree sufferers of tuberculosis from
the Eastern Arctic to Mountain Sanatorium in Hamilton, Ontario, from 1950 to 1965. Selway considers not only the political culture,
and the systemic racism within that culture, in which the decisions were made, but also the technological and economic changes that
made these relocations possible. Selway carefully documents the impact of the evacuations on the Inuit community and has included an
assortment of archival images within the book. This is an important look at a difficult time in our country’s history.

Shawn Selway is a millwright specialized in the conservation of historic machinery. He has a strong interest in the wobbling path of his
hometown, Hamilton, Ontario, and contributes to the local municipal affairs blog. His mother, a retired TB and surgical nurse, made
him write this book.

SALES & MARKETING:
• A James Street North Book.
• Strong regional media push, with a series of speaking events
and a local launch.
• Review copy mailing to all national media including
Maclean’s and radio programs such as The Current.
• Outreach to political media including Rabble.ca, Canadian
Centre for Policy Alternatives, and ipolitics.ca, to introduce
this book to their readers.
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BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS
The Society of Experience
Matt Cahill

A Profession of Hope

Fiction | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-928088042
Fall 2015 | trade paperback | $22.00		

Non-Fiction
ISBN-13: 978-1-928088080
Fall 2015 | trade paperback | $20.00

When his father passes away, Derrick van der Lem’s world
implodes. In the midst of his downward spiral, the mysterious
Society of Experience asks him to take part in a baffling time
travel experiment. When everything begins to untangle, Derrick
finds himself in the middle of a nightmare, with only the
company of a mysterious woman.

Bedlam Cowslip

Farming on the Edge of the
Grizzly Trail

Jenna Butler

“From her ‘mad little farm’ on the edge of the northern forest,
Jenna Butler — poet, essayist, and X-treme gardener — has
brought in a harvest of home truths. A Profession of Hope is a
deep and inspiring meditation on what it means to care for the
places we love.” —Candace Savage, author of A Geography of
Blood

The John Clare Poems

Our Inland Sea		
James Lindsay

Poetry | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-928088059
Fall 2015 | trade paperback | $18.00

Poetry | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-928088066
Fall 2015 | trade paperback | $18.00

Jeanette Lynes

Jeanette Lynes turns her attention to the life and work of John
Clare, renowned poet of the countryside and one of England’s
greatest working-class bards. Painstakingly researched and deftly
crafted, these poems share Clare’s loves, ambitions, rages, and
failures. Lynes has created an uplifting poetic biography on a
bright poetic star that has been rising for over a century.

With fantastical imagery and attention to detail, these poems pull
you into a funhouse world where a prime minister walks you to
school and Gordon Lish takes over a poem. You will encounter
animals in uniform and realize the Snowpocalypse is not what
you think. Read it, and discover all these astonishing phenomena
… and many more!

Unquiet Bones		
Peter Midgley

The Midnight Games
David Neil Lee

Poetry
ISBN-13: 978-1-928088073
Fall 2015 | trade paperback | $18.00

Young Adult Fiction | A Poplar Press Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987967
Fall 2015 | trade paperback | Ages 12+
$12.00

“Unquiet Bones is delirious with language: I see several African
languages, Afrikaans, Latin, French. It honours all of them and
reminds the reader of the physicality, substantiality of words.
They are just beautiful to hold in the mouth. Yes they perform
other functions, but just consider their heft and sinuousness.”
—Tim Lilburn
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In this thrilling novel, Lee blends the rich horror of Lovecraft
with the pace of a modern mystery. Nate Silva has snuck into
a ritual of the Resurrection Church of the Ancient Gods, and
soon his days and nights are dogged by ancient books, giant
centipedes, and geometric curses that bring death down in the
form of glowing hounds.

BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS
The Capacity for Infinite
Happiness
Alexis von Konigslow

We Can’t Ever Do This
Again
Amber McMillan

Fiction | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987974
Spring 2015 | trade paperback | $22.00

Poetry | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987998
Spring 2015 | trade paperback | $18.00

Emily Kogan’s family is good at keeping secrets. But when she
visits the family’s vacation lodge, she learns far more than she
bargained for. Long-buried clues to the mystery of her family’s
true identity reveal how old friends and the famous Harpo Marx
all played their roles in an astonishing tale of ill-fated love and a
daring transatlantic escape.

Thrillows & Despairos
Chris Chambers
Poetry | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987981
Spring 2015 | trade paperback | $18.00

Revealed through Chambers’ poetry, Toronto is a city of equal
parts nightlife and wildlife, a crucible and a chrysalis, a vessel in
which things smolder and transform. These poems are generous
with imagery and verve. They speak lovingly about a connection
with a place, and in their whimsy and good nature, ascend to the
universal.

Vesuvius
Zulmira Ribeiro Tavares
translated by Hugh Hazelton
Poetry | Translation
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987813
Spring 2015 | trade paperback | $20.00

Tavares’ poetry is direct but sly, filled with pointed commentary
on the world around her. In her writing, a socialite can be a
boa constrictor, and a volcano can be a country. She questions
everything, but the reader follows her willingly, charmed by her
disarming style and captivated by her insight.

McMillan’s poems render both the public and the intimate with
uncanny precision. They show us how these two worlds influence
and invade one another. This is adroit poetry that moves beyond
confession; rather, it first stands witness, and then records, and
then transmits its experiences to us like a gift.

The Other 23 & a Half
Hours: Or Everything You

Wanted to Know that Your MFA
Didn’t Teach You

Catherine Owen

Non-Fiction
ISBN-13: 978-1-928088004
Spring 2015 | trade paperback | $20.00

Catherine Owen believes being a writer involves much more
than writing. In this provocative book ,she examines the moving
parts of the literary community. Starting with reading, which
Owen believes is a fundamental part of being a writer, she
considers activities such as reviewing, translating, hosting radio
shows, and running small presses.

Great Power and Great
Responsibility

The Philosophical Politics of
Comics

Douglas Mann

Non-Fiction
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987790
Fall 2014 | trade paperback | $25.00
9 b&w photos, 58 b&w illustrations
Great Power and Great Responsibility is a thought-provoking
collection of essays that delves into the philosophies that underlie
many of the great comic series. From Sheena to Marvel’s Civil
War, Mann considers a wide variety of comic storylines and
characters, how they reflect the political times that formed them,
and the culture that both creates and enjoys them.
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